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1. Introduction 

Optical clocks based on laser-cooled atoms and ions potentially have superior 
stability and accuracy over present-day time standards, but until recently, no 
practical device was fast enough to count optical cycles i n  order to generate time. 
Now that obstacle has been circumvented using pulsed lasers to span an octave from 
the infrared to the ultraviolet with a grid of equally spaced, phase-coherent 
frequencies [I-SI. Here we report on work at NIST toward the realization of a 
highly stable and accurate optical timepiece [9] that uses a femtosecond laser to 
phase-coherently divide the frequency of a well stabilized laser that is locked to a 
narrow transition ora single, laser-cooled 1 9 9 ~ ~ g +  ion [IO, I I]. 

2. Atomic clock basics 

All clocks consist of two major components: a device that generates pcriodic events, 
and a means for counting, accumulating, and displaying these events. For example, 
the swing of a pendulum can provide the periodic events that are counted, 
accumulated, and displayed by a set of gears driving a pair of clock hands. Atomic 
clocks add a third component: the resonance of a well-isolated atomic transition. 
which is used to control the oscillator frequency. If the frequency of the oscillator is 
made to match the transition frequency between two nondegenerate (and largely 
unperturbed) atornic states, then the clock will have improved long-term stability 
and accuracy. For an atomic clock based on a microwave transition, high-speed 
electronics count and accumulate a defincd number of cycles of the relercnce 
oscillator to mark a unit of time. The samc basic concepts apply for an atoinic clock 
based on an optical transition at a much higher frequency. Howevcr, i f  all other 
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factors are equal, the stability of the optical standard will be proportionally higher. 
This is the principal advantage of an optical clock over a microwave clock. The 
stability can be quantitatively expressed by the Allan deviation oY(r) which provides 
a convenient measure of the fractional frequency instability of a clock as a function 
of avcraging time T [12]. For an oscillator lockcd to an atomic transition of 
frcquencyf, and lincwidth AJ 

whcrc Af-. is the mcasurcd frcqucncy fluctuation, N is the number of atoms, and T 
is tlic cycle time (the tiinc required to makc a single detcrinination of the line 
centcr) with z>T. This expression assumes that other noise sources are reduced to a 
sufficiently small level such that quantum-mechanical atomic projection noise is the 
dominant stability limit [13,14]. In this case, ay(7) decreases as the square root of 
the averaging time for all clocks, so a ten-fold decrease in the short-term Allan 
deviation leads to a hundred-fold reduction in averaging time 5 to reach a given 
instability. This point is particularly important if '  wc ultimately hope to reach a 
fractional frequcncy uncertainty of which is anticipatcd as the limit for many 
optical clocks [ 151. In  this case, ay(r) < I x I O " ~ ~ ' ' / ~  is clearly dcsirablc to avoid 
inordinately long avcraging times. 

3. Tlic optical frcquency standard 

Our optical frcquency standard [IO] is based on a single, nearly motionless and 
unperturbed 199Hg+ ion that is confined in a cryogenic, spherical Paul trap. The ion 
is cooled, state-prepared and detected by light that is scattcrcd on the strongly 
allowed (F = 0, mp= 0)- 2D5,2(F = 2, mp= 
0) electric-quadrupole allowcd transition at 282 nm (r (DS12) = 0.09 s) providcs the 
refcrence for the optical standard (Fig. 1). The natural linewidth of the S-D 
resonance is about 2 Hz at 1.064 PHz, and rccently a Fourier-transform-limited 
linewidth of only 6.7 Hz (Q = 1.5 x IOI4) was observed [IO]. We lock the 
frequency-doublcd output of a narrowband and stable 563 nm dyc lascr [I61 to the 
narrow S-D resonance by the mcthod of electron shelving, whereby each transition 
to the metastable D-state is detected by the suppression of the scattering of many 
194 nm photons on the strongly allowed S-P transition [ 17,181. The short-term (1- 
10 s) fractional frequency instability of the probe lascr is I5 x I O J 6 ,  which matches 
well to the best stability prcdicted by the shot-noise-limited detection of the S-D 
transition of a single mercury ion. The fractional frcquency instability of the single 
ion mercury standard is expectcd to bc 5 1 x IO-'* r-ln with a fractional frequency 
uncertainty that approaches [IO]. However, in  our prcscnt realization of the 
199Hg+ optical standard, the stability obtained from locking to the ion was degraded 

- 2Pl,2transition at 194 nm. The 
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Figure 1. eantum-jump absorption specua of the 'S,,(F=O) 'D,(F=2) 0% = 0 electric-quadmupole 
transition and a partial energy level diagram of '"Hg' with the relevant transitions indicated. $,* is the 
frequency detuning of the 282 nm probe I w r .  and P is the probability of finding the atom in the ground 
slate The upper s p e c "  is obtained with a Rab: excitation pulse 20 ms long (averaged over 292 
sweeps) and the lower spearurn corresponds to an excitation pulse 120 nis long (averaged over 46 
sweeps). The linewidths arc consistent with the Fourier-transform limit of the respective pulse timcs [ I  01. 

primarily because the signal contrast was less than 100 "/o (see the spectra in Fig. I )  
and there was substantial dead time between probes of the S-D resotiance. Hence, 
ay(s) 5 2 x 10l5 for averaging tinics up to - 30 s (where the frequency stability of 
the laser is dominantly controllcd by the cavity), at which point q(z)  began to 
average down as s-"* (as the control of long term frequency fluctuations is 
transferred to the ion) [9,10]. 

4. The frequency divider 

Figure 2 shows the optical clock in niorc detail, consisting of the optical frcqucncy 
standard and the femtosccotid-laser-based optical clockwork 191. The Hg' standard 
provides high accuracy and stability, but to realize a countable clock output, we 
must phase-coherently convert the optical signal to a lower frequency. The 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the self-refercnccd all-optical atomic clock. Solid lines represent optical bcams. 
and dotted lines represent electrical paths. The fcmtosccond laser. having repetition rate /,, combined 
with the spcclral broadening microstructurc fibcr produccs an octave-spanning comb of frequcncies in 
thc visibldncar infrared spectrum, rcprcscntcd by the array of vertical lines in the ccntcr of the figure. 
As dcpicted above this comb, the low frcqucncy portion of thc comb is frequency-doubled and 
heterodyned against (he high frcqucncy portion, yielding the offsct frequency Jo that is common lo all 
modes of the comb. Additionally, an individual element of the comb is hctcrodyncd with the optical 
standard lascr oscillalor (/,J2 = 532 THz) whose harmonic is lockcd to thc clock transition frcqucncy of 
the siiiglc IWHg' ion. Iliis yields thc bcat frcqucncy/b. Two phase-locked loops (I'LL) conlrolj. and& 
with thc result Uiat Uie spacing V;) of the frcquency comb is phase-locked lo the Hg' optical standard. 
Thus/, is the countable microwave output of the clock, which is readily detected by illuminating a diode 
with Uie broadband spectrum from the kqucncy comb. Sce the t a t  for furthcr dctails. 

clockwork that divides the 1.064 PHz optical frequency to a countable microwave 
frequencyf, is based on a femtosecond laser and a novel microstructure optical 
fiber. The Ti:sapphire femtosecond ring laser emits a train of pulses (-25 fs 
duration) at the noininal repetition rate ofJ = 1 GHz [19]. The frequency-domain 
spectrum of the pulse train is a uniform comb of phase-coherent continuous waves 
separated byf,. The frequency of the 11'' mode of this comb i s h  = nfr+f, [20,21], 
wheref, is a frequency offset common to all modes that results from the difference 
between the group- and the phase-velocity inside the laser cavity [22]. If the 
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frcqucncy comb of tlic lascr covcrs a11 ciitirc octavc, thcn /, can bc mcasurcd by 
frequency doubling an infrared mode (11) and heterodyning it with an existing mode 
(212) in the visible portion of the comb [3,7]. The hcterodync signal yields the 
frequency difference 2(r& + /,) - (2r& + J,) = f,. Only rcccntly with tlic 
development of microstructure silica fibers [23,24] has the required octave-spanning 
spectrum been attained with high repetition rate, low-powcr, femtosecond lasers. 
The unique dispersion properties of the microstructure fiber provide guidance in  a 
single spatial inodc (-1.7 pm diamcter) with zero group velocity dispersion ncar 
800 n m  [23]. Bccausc tcniporal sprcading of tlic pulsc is niiiiimizcd, pcak 
intcnsities i n  the range of hundrcds of GWlcm' arc maintaincd ovcr a significant 
propagation length, tlius providing enlianccd spectral broadcning duc to sel f-phase 
modulation. With approximately 200 mW (average powcr) coupled into a 15 cm 
piece of microstructure fiber, the total spectral width is broadened from - 15 THz to 
-300 THz (spanning from -520 nm to - 1 170 nm). 

is mcasurcd bctwccn an 
individual comb elcnicnt fm = !I& + /o (n i  is an intcgcr) and thc 532 TI-lz local 
oscillator of the Hg' standard. As shown in Fig. 2, two phase-lock loops (PLL) are 
employed to controlf, andji,, thereby fixing the clock outputf,. I'LL-I forcesf,= DL 
by controlling thc pump power of the fcmlosccond laser [7]. Similarly, PLL-2 
cliangcs the cavity length of tlic fcnltosccond lascr with a piezo-niouiitcd mirror, 
such that fb = cx;f,. The constants a and /3 arc integcr ratios implemented with 
frcquency synthesizcrs that utilize /$I00 as a rcfcrcnce. hi this manner, the 
frequencies of both PLL's are phasc-coherently linked to fr such that all oscillators 
employed in the clock are referenced to tlie 532 THz lascr oscillator itsclf. Wlienf, 
andfb are phase-locked, every elemcnt of tlie femtosecond comb, as well as their 
frequency separation fr,  is phase-coherent with the laser locked to the Hg' standard 
[25]. With no other frequency references as an input, we rcalize all aspccts of a 
high accuracy, high-stability, optical atomic clock: a stable lascr that is locked to a 
narrow atomic reference, and whose frequency is phase-coherently divided to b' w e  a 
pulsed microwave output that can be recorded with a counter [ 9 ] .  

In addition to fn, a sccond hetcrodync bcat 

. . 

5. I-Iigh-stability clock output 

With both PLL's closed, thc - 1  GHz microwavc output has the value offr = fi,p/(tii 

+a + 0). If we choose thc signs of bcatsf, aiidf, such that a = -a then/, would bc 
an exact sub-harmonic of b,d2. The stability of thc 532 Tllz lascr should be 
Lransfcrred to each elerncnt of the feintosccond comb, in addition tof,. We obtainf, 
from the bandpass-liltcrcd photocurrcnt geiicrated with -5 mW of thc broadened 
comb light incident on a p-i-n photodiode. We havc mcasurcd tlic instability offr 
by subtracting it from the output of a synthesizer that is refercnccd to a hydrogen 
maser for which a,( Is) = 2.5 x The stability of this difference frequency is 
then analyzed with both a high-resolution counter and a dual-mixer time 
nieasurement system [26]. Both results arc consistent with the resolutions of the 
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rcspcctivc mcasurcmciits and the maser stability, dcmonstrating that the 1 s stability 
of& is at least as good as that of the hydrogen maser [9]. 

Before we can conclusively state that a microwave signal with stability 
matching that of the optical standard can be obtained froin the optical clock, fr 

needs to be compared to an oscillator with stability significantly better than the 
hydrogen maser. This reference oscillator could be either thc microwave output of a 
second optical clock, or thc high stability output of a cryogenic microwave 
oscillator [27]. Lacking these, we can still verify thc stability of the comb in the 
optical domain, and tlicrcby infcr tlic cxpcctcd stabiliiy of fr,  by comparing onc 
clement of thc optical comb to a sccond optical standard with high stability. For 
cxamplc. wc can dcrect, filtcr, aid count thc hctcrodync beat signal betwccn a single 
element of the comb at 456 THz and a frequency-stabilized diode laser locked to the 
'So - 3P1 intercombination transition of a laser-cooled cnsemble of calcium atoms 
[28,29]. The Allan dcviation of the heterodyne signal between the Hg' stabilized 
comb and the Ca-stabilized optical standard is shown as the triangles in Fig. 3. For 
5 < 10 s thc Allan dcviation avcragcs down roughly as 9 x I O "  f i n ,  which is 
higlicr than that of the Hg' standard (recall that the Hg' standard stability for r < 10 
s is primarily controlled by the cavity (see SCC. 3)), but consistent with that expected 
of the Ca standard in its present configuration. It is  also consistent with the 
monotonic iiicrcasc in  the I s iiistabilily of tlic lictcrodync k a t  frcqucncy as tlic 
stability of the Ca standard is degraded by using shortcr probe times and lower 
resolution signals [9]. Howcvcr, for T > 10 s,  frcquency and phase fluctuations 
introduced by the 180 ni long optical fiber that transmits the 532 THz light to the 
femtosecond system bcgin to degrade the stability observed between the Ca 
standard and the Mg-referenced comb. We have nieasurcd thc fiber-induced noise 
by double-passing the light through the optical fibcr and find that the average 
fractional frcquency fluctuations are between 2 to 4 x 10'' for 1 s < 5 < 10 S .  For 
z> 10 s,  the fibcr noise averages down as l / r .  Finally, for I>  30 s the instability of 
the Hg' standard in its present configuration contributes to the measured instability 
at approximately the sanic level as the Ca standard. Noncthclcss, the measured 
fractional frcquency instability decreases with avcraging to -1.5 x 1015 at 100 S .  

More reccntly, we havc implcmcntcd active cancellation [30,31] of this 
fiber noise and have further improved the signal-to-noise in the Ca standard. Data 
takcn uiidcr these conditions rcveal a fractional frcqucncy instability of 7 x 10''' at 
5 = 1 s. These results arc plottcd as the square data points in Fig. 3 [9]. In this case 
wc cannot place great significancc i n  the stability for 5 > 1 s for two reasons. First, 
the Allan deviation for averaging times > 1 s is calculatcd lroin the juxtaposition 
of 1 s averages. Such data analysis is known to result in crrors for certain noise 
processes [32]. Second, for this specific data thc 532 THz laser oscillator was not 
locked to the 199Hg+ ion, and therefore it was necessary to subtract out the smooth 
and prcdictablc drift (-1 Hds) of the Fabry-Pcrot cavity to which this laser is 
stabilized. Howcvcr, neither of these affect tlic nieasurcd 1 s Allan deviation, for 
which we find an uppcr limit of 7 x 10.'' for the optical comb. Again, this 1 s 
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Figure 3. Measured stability of the heterodyne signal between one element of the femtosecond comb and 
the Ca optical standard at 456 THz (657 nm). The femtosecond comb is phase locked lo the 532 THz 
laser osdllaior. The Uiangles arc the stability data without cancellation of the addi~ive fiber noise. The 
squares are h e  measured stability with active cancellation of the fiber noise and improved stability in tlie 
Ca standard. These results are about an order of magnitude better than the best stability reporled with a 
cesium microwave standard. which is designated by the solid line [34]. 

instability is consistent with that of the Ca standard in its improvcd configuration. 
Similar stability in tlie -1 GHz clock output remains to be verified. 

Finally, when jr and fo are dctcctcd and counted with respect to the 
frequency of the hydrogcn maser (wluch acts as a transfer standard to tlic NIST 
realization of the SI sccond [33]), an absolute nieasurcnicnt of the 199Hg+ clock 
transition can be niadc [ 1 I]. frrR = 1 064 72 I 609 899 143 ( I  0) Hz. Tlic statistical 
uncertainty of our mcasurctnents is about +/- 2 Hz. limited i n  part by tlic fractional 
frequcncy instability of the mascr at our nicasurcmetit times and in  part by the 
accuracy determination of the ccsium standard. The systeniatic uncertainty of +/- 10 
Hz assigned to& is based on thcorctical arguments in lieu of' a full expcrimcntal 
evaluation. A sccond IwHg+ standard has bcen constructed toward making a full 
evaluation. 
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6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have constructed an optical clock based on the 1.064 PHz (282 
nm) electric-quadrupole transition in a laser-cooled, single Ig9Hg+ ion. The optical 
frequency is phase-coherently divided to provide a microwave output using a mode- 
locked femtosecond laser and a microstructured optical fiber. The short-term (1 s) 
instability of the optical output of the clock is measured against an independent 
optical standard to be 5 7 x lo-''. This optically-referenced femtosecond comb 
provides a countable output at I GNz, which ultimately could bc used as a higher 
accuracy reference for time scales, synthesis of frequencies from the RF to the UV, 
comparison to other atomic standards, and tests of fundamental properties of nature. 
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